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M.Sc. (Pert-II) Semester-lII (CBCS) Examination
STATISTICS

(Advatrced Statistical Inferencc)
Peper-Ix

Time : Three Hoursl [Mariurum Marks : 80

Notes i-Solve either (A) or (B) from each qucstion.

Explain concept of randomisation. Discuss ils use- Hence, define randomised decision
rule.

Describe tcsting ofhlpothesis as decision problem. Find risk function for it.
Defure :

@ Unifornly bener decisiou rule,
(t) E{.luivalent decision rulc. 6+6+4

OR
Discuss three basic elements ofdecision theory and henoe explain statistical decision
problend.

State different types ofloss functions used in decision thcory; also explain its uses.

Defrnc :

(a) Non randomized decision rule,
(b) !-requentist risk. 6+6+4
Define admissiblc decision nrle and Ba1'es decision mle. Show that Bayes decision rule
is admissible. if it is unique, except for risk equivalence.

Explain minima{ cdteria ofordering ofdecision rule. Explain the situation when it fails.
Also define minimax decision rule. 8+8

OR
Describc tsayes estimation for cstimating parametcr 0. Ifloss function

L (e. d(x)) : C lo-d
then show (hat Bayes solution is posterior median of 0.

Dcline Bales and minimoi decisiotr rule. Also, estrblish rclationship bctween Bayes and

minimax decision rule 8+8

Explain non parametric test. Distinguish bctween parametnc and non-paranetdc tesl-

Explain lltest oi goodness of fit with conditions of validity of the tcst. 8+8

OR
Explain test of randonmess. Dcscribe its usc in statistical infereDce theory AIso explain

run lcst for randomness.

Explain Wilcoxon's sign rark test. 8+8

Describe Kolmogorov-Smimov two sample test.

Explain Mann-Whitney-Mlcoxon test. 8+8

OR
Explain Watd-Wolfowitz run tcst.

Dcscribe median lest.

Definc lincar rank statistic and find its variance.

Explain kemel and slmmetric kemel with the help of an example.

OR
Explain lincar mnk statistic and illustrate i1s application in Maon-Whime.v test

Obtain variance of U statistic.
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